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     Abstract 
 

   

  This essay investigates why the Myth of the Holy Grail continues  

  to occur within popular culture. Myths, tales and legends from  

  ancient times have inspired authors throughout the centuries.  

The readers are not only served with a spectacular adventure, but  

the myths also contain messages with a moral and ethical guidance  

for us as beholders. This particular myth can be found within  

different media in our time and the essay will attempt to give some  

answers as to why the myth reappears in new forms over and over  

again. An analysis is performed by using the methodology of aesthetic  

reception within reception theory. The material chosen for the analysis  

is the work of art; The Da Vinci Code by author Dan Brown, where  

two different media forms will be represented, the novel and the film.  

The findings in the analysis revealed that the key to understanding the  

reasons for the occurrence of this medieval myth is the element of a  

quest that is present within the myth. This ingredient, where you embark  

  on an adventure, will create feelings of excitement for the beholder.  

  A second aspect found is that we as humans have an interest in our  

  history. Therefore, myths and legends from our historical past will  

  be naturally alluring for beholders and especially if they are linked  

  to philosophical questions and ideas that can be applied to our  

  modern society. The success that has followed The Da Vinci Code  

  has its explanation in the fact that Brown has managed to make the  

  myth of the Holy Grail more contemporary, the myth has then been  

  rejuvenated. A suggestion for further research is to perform a study  

  on beholders in focus group interviews in order to validate the findings  

  in the analysis. 

    

   

  Keywords: Mythology, The Holy Grail, Reception theory,  

       Reception history, Wolfgang Kemp, Dan Brown 
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1. Introduction  
 

Myths has been a constant element in our society throughout history. The study of myths 

is therefore a fascinating field since it will reveal facts and new dimensions to our 

existence. One could in a way argue that mythology borders on both religion and 

philosophy when certain questions are raised.  

 Tales and legends from ancient times have inspired authors throughout history. 

Not only are the readers and viewers served with a spectacular adventure, but a hidden 

message could reside within the story; one with a moral and ethical guidance for us as 

perceivers to embrace. The myth of The Holy Grail has those ingredients and thus it has 

been retold and remade with recurring patterns into our modern days. This raises a 

question - why does this particular myth reappear in new forms over and over again? This 

essay attempts to give some answers to this question by applying the theory of reception. 

The answers may perhaps be found in the eyes of the beholder.  

 

1.1. Aim 

The aim with this essay is to perform an analysis on a work of art in order to discern 

phenomena and patterns which might provide enlightenment on why the myth of the Holy 

Grail still lingers on in our contemporary popular culture. Initially, the design of the study 

would be to complement this analysis with focus group interviews on beholders in order 

to validate the results from the analysis. However, due to time aspects, the essay only 

includes the analysis part.  

 

1.2. Research question 
 

 

• What keeps the Medieval myth of the Holy Grail alive during centuries, with a 

revival in our contemporary popular culture?  
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1.3. Previous research 
 

The field of studies within mythology, which refers to the study of myths, has its roots in 

ancient times and stretches into our modern time. The task of performing a brief 

countenance of this field is thus a difficult one. As Kees W. Bolle states: “It is impossible 

in a brief sketch to enumerate all the achievements in the area of mythology by 

anthropologists, folklorists, psychologists, philologists, sociologists, and historians of 

religions”.1 Therefore, the research presented will only represent a selection of studies 

within this field to demonstrate the main contributions as stated by Leonard Scott and 

Kees W. Bolle.  

The investigation of myths can be traced back to the early philosophers in Greece 

where they discussed the poet´s muthoi (the Greek word for word, story or speech).2 The 

study of myths where in the beginning “…, allegorical explanations served to account 

for the meaning of myths for many thinkers in classical civilization”.3 The myths were 

often connected to natural phenomena and explained as allegories for such events.4 

Thereafter, the interpretation of myths continues in philosophy schools together with 

theosophical scholars within the church, where they proceeded the studying of myths that 

ancient philosophers had begun: “The intellectual world of Christianity with respect to 

mythology was in most respects an immediate continuation of what the Greeks had 

generated”.5 The theosophical scholars added however a “... distinction between “true” 

and “false” religion: a distinction the classical philosophers had never made with such 

emphasis”.6  

After the 17th century with the Renaissance, a more scientific approach was 

applied to the studies of mythology by Giambattista Vico and William Jones, where the 

latter focused on language structure leading to a development into linguistic studies.7 The 

18th century can be seen as a prelude to mythology in modern times. There is a focus on 

savages and their childish view of the world when native cultures are studied by Bernard 

Le Bovier de Fontenelle and later on Charles de Brosses during this century. Then, the 

study of myths had a regression during and after the Enlightenment, since the age of 

                                                 
1 Bolle, 1995:270.  
2 Bolle, 1995:267.  
3 Bolle, 1995:268.  
4 Bolle, 1995:268.  
5 Bolle, 1995:268.  
6 Bolle, 1995:268.  
7 Scott, http://saleonard.people.ysu.edu/History%20of%20Mythology%201.html, Retrieved: 2017-12-10 
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reasoning complied more with mathematics and rational sciences.8  

 During the 19th century a movement towards nature could be discerned within this 

field as well as in other fields. “The Romantic movement that swept Europe and America 

... its influence was profound on the study of myths, ...”.9 Concepts of emotions and 

visions together with the beauty of nature surpassed the rational focus and ideas from 

ancient times were once more lifted. For example, Friedrich Max Müller introduced the 

Solar Hypothesis, which explained myths by tracing them back to the ancient civilizations 

worshipping the sun. Adalbert Kuhn also belonged to the Nature School and interpreted 

myths as allegories for natural phenomena.10 Two important philosophers that made 

contributions during this century were F.W.J. Schelling with Philosophy of Mythology 

and G.W.F. Hegel with The Phenomenology of Spirit. The latter was the first contribution 

of a view without the distinction between “true” and “false” religion since the ancient 

Greek thinkers.11 

In the 20th century, “... new data became available through ethnology, 

archaeology, and the study of ancient and distant civilizations and their religious 

materials”.12 Sir James George Frazer (1913, 1915, 1922, 1936) studied myth and rituals, 

thus combining anthropology and religion. During the century many prominent 

researchers followed. Mircea Eliade wrote several volumes on mythology (1960, 1993, 

1996, 1998), and had a religious point of view when approaching mythology focusing on 

the sacred and the profane. Eliade believed that by partaking in myths we as humans can 

come closer to the divine or sacred realm. The French philosopher Roland Barthes 

published Mythologies in 1957 and the French anthropologist Claude Leví-Strauss 

published works with patterns and dichotomies such as good and evil, his most famous 

works are Mythologiques I-IV (1964, 1966, 1968, 1971) and Myth and meaning (1978).  

The famous psychologist, C.G. Jung, studied more the psychology behind myths with a 

connection to symbols and archetypes (1963, 1977). Sigmund Freud also turned to myths 

from a psychological standpoint, where the myths were reinterpreted with a focus on our 

souls searching for a meaning.13 Joseph Campbell, finally, has written several volumes 

on mythology (1968, 1972, 1974, 1976, 1986, 1991) that clearly link myths to social and 

                                                 
8  Bolle, 1995:269.  
9  Bolle, 1995:269.  
10 Scott, http://saleonard.people.ysu.edu/History%20of%20Mythology%201.html, Retrieved: 2017-12-10 
11 Bolle, 1995:269.  
12 Bolle, 1995:269.  
13 Armstrong, 2005:15.   
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cultural phenomena such as rites.14 

 Now follows a presentation of a selection of researchers within the field of 

reception theory, both in reception aesthetics and reception history. The latter line of 

research mentioned was created in the 1970s by Hans-Robert Jauss who is a literary 

historian from Germany. Before this advancement - if we move backwards historically -  

Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel’s "Lectures on Aesthetics" was published in 1835 with a 

focus on the historical significance of the relationship between the work of art and the 

beholder. The theory had its heydays during the 19th century with Gervinus, Scherer, 

DeSanctis and Lanson. Although, it is more common today to choose an angle based upon 

a systematic group such as a particular period or from a certain problem.15 

 At the end of the 20th century, the theory takes hold of a valid place within literary 

studies with contributions by Warning (1975), Link (1976), Iser (1978), Suleiman and 

Crosman (1980), Fried (1980), Reese (1980), Tompkins (1980), Jauss (1982) and Holub 

(1984).16 Bloom (1973) and Bryson (1984) represent a school of thought within reception 

history that studies the artistic transformation through historical periods. They focused on 

particular motifs and how the original changes when it is remade thereafter.17 In the last 

decade of the 20th century there are studies within art history and stylistic analysis made 

by Fried (1990), Kemp (1992), Stoichita (1993) and Shearman (1993).18 

 There has been a development within the field during recent decades. Earlier on 

it was mainly based on texts, but during the 1990s it expanded into the study of semiotics 

through Daniel Chandler's research. In the 21st century, developments in the field of 

neuroscience has contributed to major progress in the chartering of the human brain. 

Therefore, the study of our reception of text and media, borders nowadays into 

neuropsychology.19 According to Wolfgang Kemp (1998) there has to be a clear line 

between the aesthetics of reception and the psychology of reception since the latter turns 

its focus on the brain as an organ and how it interprets the reception of different kinds of 

art.20 

 

 

                                                 
14  Scott, http://saleonard.people.ysu.edu/History%20of%20Mythology%201.html, Retrieved: 2017-12-10 
15 Jauss, 1982:3. 
16 Kemp, 1998:183.  
17 Kemp, 1998:181.  
18   Kemp, 1998:184.  
19 Marcuse, 2015. http://www.history.ucsb.edu/faculty/marcuse/receptionhist.htm, Retrieved: 2017-12-

01 
20   Kemp, 1998:182.  
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2. Background 

 

2.1. Mythology 

 
Mythology as a concept includes myths, ancient stories, tales and legends. Kees W. Bolle 

explains that “A myth is an expression of the sacred in words: it reports realities and 

events from the origin of the world that remain valid for the basis and purpose of all there 

is”. 21 They are therefore a mirror of all parts of our society, with both inherited knowledge 

and gained wisdom. Myths are often the product of orally spread stories that will change 

and evolve during the course of time. According to Lévi-Strauss, myths are essentially 

problematic due to the fact that history and mythology are intertwined and it is hard to 

tell where one starts and the other ends.22 Within a myth there could reside details from 

historical events, and although the events are similar details are altered whenever the myth 

is retold or written down.23 Therefore, myths should be looked upon as important pieces 

of information on human society and clues to what their beliefs where in that particular 

time-period.  

 According to Karen Armstrong, a myth often represents the unknown, the things 

that we cannot describe.24 Myths can also function as a guidance for the right actions and 

paths to take. They can be heroic tales and serve us with idolized images of an adventure. 

The myth of the Holy Grail, in which the brave knights in the medieval British Isles joined 

the quest for the church, could fit into that last category.25 

 Eliade explains how a myth can function as a model for how we should act in a 

given situation: ”The myth, whatever its nature, is always a precedent and an example, 

not only for man's actions (sacred or profane), but also as regards the condition in which 

nature places him; a precedent of, we may say, for the expressions of reality as a whole.”26 

Thus, understanding our myths and their place in history leads to a more refined 

perception of the reality we live in right now. 

 

 

                                                 
21   Bolle, 1995:261.  
22 Lévi-Strauss, 1978:38. 
23 Lévi-Strauss, 1978:39. 
24   Armstrong, 2005.  
25 Matthews, 2002, Armstrong, 2005.   
26 Eliade, 1996:416-417.  
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2.2. The myth of the Holy Grail 

 

The myth of the Holy Grail can be traced back to the tales of the knights around the round 

table, and although the myth was written down in the 12th century, one has to take into 

account the complexities with the transition from oral to written story telling. Religion 

and myths were to a high amount passed on orally during the medieval period and most 

people were illiterate.27  

 The object itself has been seen as a cup connected to Jesus, as the item that he 

drank from during the last supper and that it was later on used to collect drops of blood 

from when he was crucified. However, this particular myth has been retold numerous 

times and what exactly the Holy Grail is has changed with almost each story. The main 

feature of the myth could be argued to be the quest, in a broader sense - the personal quest 

for each individual in order to reach salvation. The myth has its roots as an orally told 

story before it was written down in the 12th century, with the religious element of the 

crucifixion of Jesus Christ added later on.28  Medieval myths were often based on ancient, 

pagan stories from Scandinavian, German, and Indo-European myths and folklore. 

Christianity from the Roman empire then found its way into these stories, in order to 

harmonize more with the view of the world held during that time-period.29 

 The essence of this myth is however hard to pinpoint, since it has been interpreted 

differently during the course of time. However, according to Joseph Campbell, the 

essence could be argued to be the individual quest.30 He also makes a parallel to Carl 

Jung's theories on society versus the individual, where finding the Holy Grail ranks as a 

higher gain for the society as a whole than it would be for the individual in question.31 As 

Eliade puts it: ”The main function of myth is to determine the exemplar models of all 

ritual, and of all significant human acts.”32 

 Chrétien de Troyes Conte del Graal, written in the middle of the 12th century 

(published in The Complete Romances of Chrétien de Troyes, 1990), and Robert de Boron 

Joseph d'Arimathie, written at the end of the 12th century (published in 1990), are 

considered to be the first written examples of the myth. De Boron's story based much of 

its content from de Troyes' writing but added a part in which Joseph of Arimathea 

                                                 
27 Jansson, 2005:52.  
28 Matthews, 2002.  
29 Jansson, 2005:44. 
30 Cashford, 2002:292.  
31 Cashford, 2002:294-295.  
32 Eliade, 1996:410.  
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collected the cup that Jesus drank from at the last supper and used it to collect blood from 

him during his last hours on the cross. The cup was then regarded as a holy vessel and 

brought to England, more precisely to Somerset. A church was built in honour of Mary 

and this is where the cup is stored.33   

 However, the most known story about the myth of the Holy Grail involves King 

Arthur and his knights around the round table in Camelot. Finding the Holy Grail and 

restoring England's fortune was the main task for the knights. The myth moves into the 

world of magic and the supernatural when the Grail is claimed to be hidden out of reach 

from our worldly realm. This setting adds to a more demanding quest with several perils 

and trials along the way. Three knights; Parsifal, Galahad and Bors, set out on this quest 

together with a woman, Dindrane, who joins them. Finally, it is Parsifal who finds the 

Holy Grail since he had the purest heart.34 

 So, what is the Holy Grail? Throughout history the item has changed whenever 

the myth has been retold or rewritten. Every new author has changed this item in the 

myth, but the quest has remained intact: ”The Grail itself has remained a riddle: its shape 

varies from vase to cup to dish to stone; the use is that of a talisman or a reliquary; its 

symbolic meaning shifts with the context.”35 During the time when it was passed on 

orally, a jewel from Lucifer's crown represented the Grail. This was from the time when 

he was still an angel, before he became a fallen angel and entered the underworld. Another 

version in the oral tradition includes Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden. Their child 

Seth returned to them with the Grail as a sign from God that man was not forgotten. When 

the myth was written by Wolfram von Eschenbach in the 13th Century, he claimed the 

Grail was a stone that fell from heaven. The Grail has since been given magical powers 

that will bestow eternal youth, happiness and food in abundance to whom that finds it. 

But most prominently, the Grail has figured as a metaphor for the personal search within 

yourself; a spiritual quest.36 

 

 

2.3. Occurrence of myth in contemporary modern culture 
 

The media of today, which among other things is mainly a combination of TV-series and 

films, has spiralled towards an increasing interest in history. Both concerning certain 

                                                 
33 Matthews, 2002: Introduction.  
34 Matthews, 2002: Introduction. Eliade, 1993: Volume 5.  
35 Eliade, 1993: Volume 5:90.  
36 Matthews, 2002: Introduction, Eliade, 1993: Volume 5.  
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historical themes and historical time-periods such as the Middle Ages, the Renaissance, 

and England in the 19th century. TV-series and films have large advantages as media for 

story-telling and conveying knowledge, compared to books and radio. During the last 

decades these media have turned global, being distributed all around the world as 

packaged products, thus reaching a larger audience and breaking geographical and 

language barriers.37  

 As Liljefors states, historical dramas of particular events have become a common 

phenomenon, with Gladiator (2000), Master and Commander: The Far Side of the World 

(2003), Troy (2004), and Alexander (2004) as prominent examples of this contemporary 

trend.38 The focus lies more on participation and identification with the characters in these 

dramas rather than an accurate depiction of the historical event. According to Jeismann's 

theories, history plays an important part in our lives when we as individuals create our 

identity and ask philosophical questions about the meaning of life, such as: Why do we 

exist and what is our purpose?39 In connection to this discussion, Liljefors also mentions 

a management guru named Rolf Jensen who has written a book called The Dream Society, 

according to whom historical depictions belong to a particular market; namely the market 

for inner peace. Jensen further mentions pre-packaged time-periods such as Ancient 

Greece, the Viking era, the Wild West and the Eastern cultures with samurais as examples 

of this phenomena. Furthermore, Jensen also stresses the fact that it is not so much the 

accuracy of the events that took place in our history that is relevant, but instead the 

emotional experience that is derived from these depictions.40    

 In Liljefors the historian Hayden White also explains this phenomena of depicting 

history but not entirely accurate. He criticizes the film JFK (1991) for its tendency to blur 

the otherwise distinct lines between fact and fiction. Modern culture has, as one of its 

trademarks, to interpret and reinterpret the past. It is therefore only the hardcore facts that 

can be relied upon and the meaning of certain events is always an interpretation made by 

the people of that time, according to White. We as humans wish to experience and 

consume history, thereby making history a part of ourselves as a way of defining our own 

existence.41 

 

                                                 
37 Liljefors, 2005:186.  
38 Liljefors, 2005:183.  
39 Liljefors, 2005:184.  
40 Liljefors, 2005:185–186.  
41   Liljefors, 2005:198. 
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2.4. The Holy Grail in contemporary modern culture 
 

The story of the Holy Grail has figured in several literary works by different authors and 

it is a favoured theme in contemporary films and TV-series. Rosalind Miles published a 

trilogy based on this myth; Guenevere, Queen of the Summer Country (1998), The Knight 

of the Sacred Lake (1999), and The Child of the Holy Grail (2000). Bernard Cornwell 

started writing a trilogy as well but it turned out to be four novels in The Grail Quest 

Series; Harlequin (2000), Vagabond (2002), Heretic (2003), and 1356 (2012). Some of 

the major films made in the recent decades are; Lancelot du Lac (1974), Monty Python 

and the Holy Grail (1975), Excalibur (1981), Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade (1989) 

(in which the myth is incorporated since Indiana's father is a Grail scholar), First Knight 

(1995), King Arthur (2004), and the most recent production; King Arthur: Legend of the 

Sword (2017).   

 Baigent, Leigh and Lincoln published The Holy Blood and the Holy Grail in 1982 

which, together with The Templar Revelation (1997) by Lynn Picknett and Clive Prince, 

served as inspiration for Dan Brown when he wrote The Da Vinci Code (2003). They were 

the first to spring the idea of the marriage between Jesus and Mary Magdalene, that there 

must be descendants alive in our days, hence 'Sang Real' implying that the womb of Mary 

Magdalene was the Holy Grail. Dan Brown's book was later on adapted to the film screen 

with the same title The Da Vinci Code (2006). From the numerous depictions of the myth 

of the Holy Grail, of which only a selection has been presented here, The Da Vinci Code 

by Dan Brown, will be used for the analysis in this essay.   

 

 

3. Reception theory  
 

The reception theory is a theory that explores how a reader or a beholder perceives a work 

of art. It is referred to as a "reader response literary theory" and studies, among other 

things, why certain motifs reappear within arts and culture during different time-periods.  

 

 

3.1. The aesthetics of reception 
 

According to Wolfgang Kemp (1998), the components of the reception aesthetics theory 

are, firstly the work of art, secondly the beholders who regulate their disposition in order 

to absorb the work better and thirdly individual variables such as gender, presence and 
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personal history.42 Reception aesthetics could be explained as a relationship between the 

work of art and the beholder: "... the beholder approaches the work of art, the work of art 

approaches him, responding to and recognizing the activity of his perception".43These 

variables affect the way in which we draw information and meaning out of a story from 

a text or media. When you have this interaction between the work and the beholder one 

could in a sense claim that its meaning is derived in that moment. It is a blending of the 

work of art and its beholder as they come together.  

 Another viewpoint is that the beholder is stimulated to take part in the story or 

certain actions and events. Kemp (1998) goes as far as to say that the beholder will be 

stimulated into constructing the work of art: "...for stimulating, for activating the beholder 

to take part in the construction of the work of art".44 He also discusses the fact of the inner 

communication that can be situated within the work of art. It could be certain forms that 

contain supplementary meaning and that they will appear when the beholder is present. 

Some of those forms are signs and symbols that we perceive "under our eyes" as an inner 

exchange.45  

 Finally, the most important element within reception aesthetics is "...that the 

function of beholding has already been incorporated into the work itself".46 The creator 

of the work of art has then consciously or unconsciously assessed his or her audience and 

with that in mind when working with their creation, it is customized to suit its beholder. 

The work of art is therefore searching for its beholder: "It is on perpetual lookout for the 

implicit beholder,...". 47 

 

 

3.2. Reception history 
 

In the field of reception history researchers study why changes occur within arts and 

culture in different time-periods and try to place and analyse the work in question within 

its correct historical context. A definition is given by Harold Marcuse (2015): 

 

 Reception history is the history of the meanings that have been  

imputed to historical events. This approach traces the different  

                                                 
42 Kemp, 1998:180.  
43 Kemp, 1998:181. 
44 Kemp, 1998:186.  
45 Kemp, 1998:186.  
46 Kemp, 1998:181.  
47  Kemp, 1998:183.  
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ways in which participants, observers, and historians and other  

retrospective interpreters have attempted to make sense of events,  

 both as they unfolded, and over time since then, to make those  

events meaningful for the present in which they lived and live.48 

 

Harold Marcuse explains the challenges within the field, such as studying how individuals 

perceive a piece of work and especially how a group of individuals perceive a piece of 

work. The hardest phenomenon to investigate is how groups perceive historical events 

over a longer period of time.49 Kemp (1998) points to another problem when it comes to 

literary testimonials as a form of reception: "... that no one will ever be able to construct 

a comprehensive art-historical method for deciphering reception/historical 

statements,...".50 They can thus only be received and appreciated in their truest form 

during their own time-period in history.  

 The history of art and literature has run its course alongside mankind's history. 

Whether or not the work by authors or painters can be claimed to belong to our history 

divides the researchers. According to Jauss (1982), it has a place within pragmatic history 

since we apply the medium of perception together with means of interpretation to 

understand our world and time-period. A concept that explains this relationship between 

history and works of art is totalization. It can be seen as a process that is applied over and 

over again: "...a process of production and reproduction, animation and rejuvenation".51 

However, there is constantly one ingredient that is necessary for this development, and 

that is understanding. The perceivers of a work of art needs to understand it in order to 

copy or remake the work in a new version. When previous works of art from our history, 

either belonging to the canons or a particular context, is rejuvenated in a contemporary 

time-period it will be made accessible to "...the perception of the present age".52 Stuart 

Hall (1980) stresses the fact of understanding when he writes about encoding and 

decoding. He goes as far as claiming: "If no "meaning" is taken, there can be no 

"consumption"."53 

 As for works of art created during the Middle Ages, referred to as medieval 

literature by Jauss (1982), they centre around a heroic ideality through which emotions 

                                                 
48 Marcuse, 2015. http://www.history.ucsb.edu/faculty/marcuse/receptionhist.htm, Retrieved: 2017-12-01 
49 Marcuse, 2015. http://www.history.ucsb.edu/faculty/marcuse/receptionhist.htm, Retrieved: 2017-12-01 
50 Kemp, 1998:182. 
51 Jauss, 1982:75.  
52 Jauss, 1982:75.  
53 Hall, 1980:164.  
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as admiration should be evoked. The stories are that of a "...fairy tale-like ideality of the 

adventure [that] not only allows the enjoyment of a literary fiction ..., but also 

communicates the doctrine of courtly education [Bildung] through its ethics of the 

event".54 In these works history is often depicted as a "...national history of an ideal 

past..."55 that offers the beholder an explanation of the world in an epic or mythic 

fashion.56 Regarding the statements above, we can easily detect that the myth of the Holy 

Grail contains all of these elements.  

 

 

4. Method  
 

The methodology of an aesthetic reception analysis according to Kemp (1998) will be 

applied in this essay. The analysis will be performed on both the novel and the film 

respectively, and it will be based on the pattern of performing an analysis without 

interviewing beholders but instead searching for particular features and phenomena in the 

work of art. There are several steps when a work of art is addressed according to this 

model, which will now be explained.  

The first is intrafilm or book communication. The features displayed by the actors, 

for example their gestures and visual contact together with how they are positioned, not 

only how they position themselves toward one another but also how they position 

themselves toward the beholder. This is referred to as diegesis (Greek for narration), 

which explains how and why the actors are placed together with the setting, in a way the 

staging for the story.  

Secondly, the characters are analysed. Both main characters and characters that 

are moved to the side are important. The characters function as vehicles of identification, 

aid in giving a personal perspective, they are sometimes focalizers, and in some cases 

look or point directly towards the beholder.57 

 The third step is to study the behaviour of the beholder. How scenes or actions are 

depicted, and especially the details that stimulate the beholders. Factors that impact are 

the positioning of the beholder and how they are brought into position.  

The fourth step is what is hidden or revealed for the beholder. The demands that 

are placed on the beholder. This refers to spatial composition, on how the author or artist 
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will position the beholder. Also, the beholder needs to interpret the parts in the story based 

on how it is perceived, and herein lies the challenge.  

The fifth step is the blank or the aesthetics of indeterminacy, which refers to the 

unfinished pieces in the work of art that has to be finished by the beholders. When links 

and thoughts are filled in by the beholders the blanks will disappear and the interaction 

between text and reader will then be complete.58 

  

5. Material  

The analysis in this essay will be performed on two different mediums. The materials 

chosen is first the novel The Da Vinci Code by Dan Brown, which he wrote in 2003. 

Secondly, the succeeding film in 2006; The Da Vinci Code, will complement the analysis 

with visual elements and dialogues that is not that evident in the novel. The film was 

directed by Ron Howard and the novel was modified for the screen by Akiva Goldsman. 

However, Dan Brown is one of the producers, thus taking an active part in insuring that 

the film follows the storyline accurately with minor changes from the original when it is 

necessary. Therefore, by using two different media the analysis will be enhanced which 

is the reason for this combination of both the novel and the film.  

  The story by Dan Brown belongs to several genres; thriller, mystery and 

adventure. According to an article in the Guardian from 2012, when rating the top 100 

bestselling books of all times, The Da Vinci Code is placed at the top with 5 094 805 

copies sold.59 The two main characters in the story are Robert Langdon, a professor in 

religious studies at Harvard University, and Sophie Neveu, a cryptologist working for the 

French police. The spiralling chain of events in the novel commences with the death of a 

curator at the Louvre in Paris. Jacques Saunière has been brutally murdered and before 

slipping into unconsciousness he manages to write down a message on the floor using his 

own blood. In order to decipher this message, Robert Langdon is requested as an expert 

since he happens to be present in Paris for a lecture. However, according to the French 

police, he is himself considered a suspect for this deed which he is initially unaware of. 

Early on in the story Sophie teams up with Langdon, which she believes is innocent, and 

since the murdered curator was her grandfather, she needs his help to unravel the 

mysterious message that her grandfather has left behind. Together, they embark on an 

adventure when following the clues in the path that lies ahead of them.  

                                                 
58 Kemp, 1998:188. 
59 https://www.theguardian.com/news/datablog/2012/aug/09/best-selling-books-all-time-fifty-shades 

grey-compare#list, Retrieved: 2017-12-08. 
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6. Analysis 

 
The analysis will be performed on both the novel and the film respectively, and it will be 

based on the pattern of performing an analysis without interviewing beholders but instead 

searching for particular features and phenomena in the work of art. 

 

6.1. An aesthetic reception analysis of the novel The Da Vinci Code (2003) 
 

According to Kemp, how a story is portrayed hinges on how it is reacting to its spatial 

and functional context. This refers to the size (length of the film, the book's number of 

pages), the form (both portrayed as a book and a film), and the position of the beholder 

(as part of the inside or the outside of reality). When analysing, one needs to consider the 

relationship between the text and its context and how the inner workings of the work of 

art touches upon the beholders and the spatial context.60 

To begin with, let us analyse the title - The Da Vinci Code. This title could present 

itself as more of a scientific topic than religious for the beholders since Leonardo da Vinci 

is famous for his work within mathematics and science. However, da Vinci was 

extraordinary in the history of mankind as a partaker in almost every field possible, but 

within this story by Dan Brown it is da Vinci the painter that is represented. Therefore, if 

the beholder interprets the title as scientific and then has expectations along that line, the 

religious content in the form of one of his most famous works of art - The Last Supper - 

should come as a surprise.  

As stated before, the name of the work of art might suggest that it holds a scientific 

content but Brown reveals its religious content in the story at the beginning, when early 

on we as beholders are taught how and why da Vinci was connected to religion. In this 

section one of the main characters, Robert Langdon, and the police detective Bezu Fache, 

are involved in a discussion over da Vinci's production of religious art. “"In many 

Christian paintings, he had placed symbols that were everything else but Christian - 

celebrations of his own beliefs and refined mockings against the church." Langdon had 

actually once lectured at the National Gallery in London with the title: "Leonardo's secret 

life: heathen symbols in Christian art"”.61 Langdon is in a sense teaching Fache about the 

facts and at the same time he teaches the beholders about Leonardo’s connection to 

religion.  

                                                 
60 Kemp, 1998:186.  
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Langdon continues by explaining that da Vinci was a spiritual man but always at 

conflict with the church. If the beholders then belong to the secular part of a Christian 

society with a clear distrust in religion, they will automatically identify with da Vinci's 

standpoint in this matter. This is published and released in a time-period where our 

Western society could be argued to be more secular than ever. In this way an interesting 

viewpoint of science versus religion presents itself right at the beginning of the work of 

art - with first the ambiguous title and then when the religious subject of da Vinci's art is 

revealed. Brown is referring to our modern society when this story is published and 

thereby confirms its place in the historical context.  

Another feature of science versus religion is the philosophical and religious 

discussions between the two main characters, Langdon and Sophie. They continue to 

appear throughout the story and offers thoughts and ideas on this subject. This represents 

an example of their conversation on this topic:  

 

"That is exactly what I mean", Langdon said. "Religious allegories have become 

a part of the weave of reality. And to live in that reality is helping millions of 

people to cope and to become better human beings." 

 "But what they perceive as reality is in fact something that is false." 

Langdon chuckled. "No more false than the reality that mathematicians and 

cryptologists live in when they believe in the imaginary number of i only because 

it will help them to crack codes."62 

 

 

6.1.1. Intrabook communication 

 
Now the analysis will focus on intrabook communication. How is this story presented? 

Regarding the setting and the characters in the novel. These features can be displayed by 

the actors, both how they position themselves toward one another and toward the 

beholder. For example their gestures and visual contact together with how they are 

positioned - so called diegesis from the Greek word meaning narration.   

Dan Brown uses the first part of the novel for intrabook communication where he 

reveals what is to come. It is where the beholders learn that somehow the story will deal 

with a female mystery. “The Pentagram stands for the female half – a concept referred to 

as ‘the holy femininity’ or ‘the holy goddess’ by historians of religion. There is no doubt 
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that Saunière knew about this”.63 This symbol, the Pentagram, was written in blood over 

the victim’s stomach, and it was done by Saunière himself. But one of the main characters, 

Robert Langdon, does not understand the clue just yet, and so the beholders are at a loss 

too. But they will meanwhile be educated by Langdon during the story’s progress, which 

is another example of intrabook communication. The beholders are also told the aim of 

the quest, to unravel the mysteries around a well-kept secret, with this prologue when the 

curator is killed: “Despite of all precautions… despite of the automatic safety 

precautions… suddenly, Jacques Saunière was now the only remaining link, the only one 

who knew the most powerful secret a human has ever carried”64  

 

 

6.1.2. Characters in the story 
 

Next part to be analysed is characters in the story. Both main characters to identify with 

and characters that are moved to the side. They can function as vehicles of identification 

for the beholder, give a personal perspective, as focalizers, and a character that can look 

or point directly towards the beholder. In this story there are two main characters - one 

male and one female - which gives the beholders one of each as the persona of the 

beholder. 

Langdon is academically educated. He is both fit for his age and well-dressed in 

a dark coloured costume. He is someone that the male beholders can identify with and 

look up to, and they can also respect his opinions as an intelligent man. Sophie on the 

other hand is younger, but she is also educated, smartly dressed and intelligent. She is 

someone for the female beholders to identify with. 

These two characters will hold a major role in telling the story. The perception of 

fiction and reality is also challenged through their interaction with one another during 

their dialogue. Also, the external is brought into this story with our participation as 

beholders. You are solving this puzzle together with these characters. This will make 

reality and imagination blend so the story is brought out into our realm in which we live 

and continue our life afterwards; when the novel has been read the beholders are trying 

to sort between truth and fiction in their minds. The beholders might even engage others 

in the mystery; have you seen the new film The Da Vinci Code? Or, have you read the 

book The Da Vinci Code by Dan Brown? Searching for the other's reaction or ideas 
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concerning the story, in order to compare it to your own analysis. The beholders may even 

go as far as to encourage the other person to watch the film or read the novel so that a 

discussion regarding its content can take place later on.  

A third character which holds a significant role in the story is Sir Leigh Teabing. 

When the two main characters are in the middle of a fast-moving chase, they seek refuge 

at Teabing's castle. As a side character, he holds a prominent place since he is the one that 

will give the two seekers an intriguing version of what the Grail is. In doing so, he will 

simultaneously intrigue the beholders. His first response to the question regarding the 

Holy Grail, implies that he knows the answer to a part of the mystery: “"The Holy Grail", 

Teabing said with a preaching voice. "Most people ask me only where it is. I fear that this 

is a question that I will never be able to answer"...",... the more interesting question is: 

what is the Holy Grail?"”. 65 After this statement the two characters and the beholders 

will be given a presentation of his theory regarding the Holy Grail, which will be of the 

utmost importance for the story.  

 

 

6.1.3 Stimulation of the beholders  
 

We will now study the behaviour of the beholder and what is hidden or revealed for the 

beholder. This refers to how scenes or actions are depicted, and especially the details that 

stimulate the beholders. There are several examples in the story of this technique where 

the aim is to stimulate the beholder, but a focus will be applied to scenes with religious 

content and where the myth in question is present.  

A part in the novel where Brown stimulates his beholders is when Teabing invites 

the two main characters to partake in a game, when he presents his idea about the Holy 

Grail. They are shown da Vinci's fresco The Last Supper and Teabing asks Sophie to close 

her eyes. She does as told but with some hesitation and then the game starts:  

 

 "Where is Jesus placed?", Teabing asked.  

 "In the middle." 

"Good. And what type of food is he breaking in parts and  

sharing with his disciples?" 

 "Bread." Of course.  

 "Excellent. And what do they drink?" 
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 "Wine. They are drinking wine."66 

"Perfect. And one final question. How many wineglasses are  

  placed on the table?"... 

 "One cup", she said. "The chalice". The cup of Christ. The Holy Grail. 

 ... Teabing sighed. "Open your eyes."67 

 

When Sophie looked at the painting again, she noticed that there were only thirteen 

glasses. No cup or chalice, no Holy Grail. The beholder is left with the same feelings  

as Sophie in this moment. Perhaps a feeling of disappointment, annoyance and wonder. 

Why do one not know about this part of the painting, together with a wondering on how 

to solve this mystery. Teabing continues his presentation and the dialogue finishes with 

an inquiry from Sophie: “"Does the mural show what the Grail is?" "Not what it is", 

Teabing whispered. "Rather who it is. The Holy Grail is not an object. It is actually...  

a person".”68   

Brown challenges the character's perception and in a sense the beholder's 

perception of the painting in this dialogue. This sense of a disturbance of our conceived 

beliefs and knowledge about an object or a subject is a clever trick to engage and stimulate 

the beholders. It will most often lead to a questioning of our perception of things around 

us and what is true and false; can we make that distinction? Our female character goes 

through these feelings of distrust when she realises that the person sitting next to Christ 

could be a woman according to Teabing’s theory: "Sophie could not take her eyes of the 

woman sitting beside Christ. The Last Supper is supposed to be a representation of 

thirteen men. Who is this woman? Although Sophie had seen this classical painting 

numerous times, she had never noticed this flagrant anomaly before during her previous 

perception of it".69 Then both Langdon and Teabing start to explain how perception can 

be deceiving. The early photographs of the painting, taken before 1954, where unclear 

due to the fact that the painting was covered in layers of dirt from earlier restorations that 

were poorly executed. And that sometimes the brain selects what to see, even blocking 

out details in what is called a scotoma.70 So, even if the beholder feels as if he or she can 

distinguish between true and false concerning the myth and religious beliefs, the ground 

is set in motion again with these statements. The beholders could perhaps not trust their 
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own perception since it could very well be deceiving. This will move the analysis into the 

demands that are placed on a beholder.  

 

 

6.1.4. Demands on the beholders 
 

This is referred to as spatial composition; where will the author or artist position the 

beholder? Will they be brought into position and what demands will be placed on the 

beholder? Our perception in this work of art is challenged since we need to interpret the 

story as it unfolds. What is the most important part in the story? We need to prioritize, as 

you as a beholder need to solve the puzzle of what is the illusion or disillusion of this 

myth in our society and this story that we are engaged in.  

The beholders are also demanded to believe in certain facts. When Teabing has 

explained his theory that the Holy Grail is in fact a person, and a female, which we can 

gather from the clues in da Vinci's painting The Last Supper, he also claims that it is a 

specific person: “"And it is not any person", Teabing exclaimed when he quickly rose to 

his feet. "A woman who carried a secret so powerful that it could shake the foundations  

for Christianity if it were to be revealed!"”71 Brown also points to history criticism with 

the aid of his characters. When Teabing shows Sophie a version following his theory of 

the table of descendants of Jesus Christ’s family tree, she immediately protests by saying 

that it cannot count as a proof for this. “"There can't possibly exist a way for the historians  

to prove that it is genuine." Teabing chuckled. "Just like they can't prove that the Bible is 

genuine." "Meaning?" "That history is always written by the winner. When two cultures 

collide the looser is extinguished, and the winner will write the history books - books that 

glorify themselves and condescend the defeated enemy".”72 

 Another demand on the beholders is when Brown once more challenges the 

character's perception and by extension the beholder's perception of known facts or 

beliefs. This happens in the story when Langdon makes a statement that everyone has 

heard of the legend of the Grail, and especially this version when it is believed to be a 

woman and the living descendant of Jesus Christ. “"You have heard the story before, 

Sophie. Everyone has. But we are not aware of it when we hear it".”73 This will place a 

demand on the beholders into a questioning of their own perception and knowledge in 

this matter.  
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6.1.5. Filling in the blanks 

 
Our last part of the analysis will study the blank or the aesthetics of indeterminacy. This 

refers to what is unfinished in the work of art and needs to be finished by the beholder? 

Kemp (1998) explains this as a continuation of the story: "...we mentally continue a path 

that is cut off by the frame"74 This action of filling in the blanks is vital when it comes to 

the interaction between the creator of the work of art and the beholders. 

Dan Brown never really reveals in the novel what the Holy Grail is. The beholders 

are given a version with a theory in this novel, but is it Brown's belief? And if so, should 

we as beholders believe this version? Where is the final resting place for the Holy Grail? 

This is the main point that the beholders need to finish - to decide upon what to believe 

in the story regarding what is the Holy Grail and where do we find the Holy Grail? But 

Brown also serves the beholders with the secret that needs to be hidden; Sophie. At 

Rosslyn Chapel they discover that she belongs to the royal bloodline that descends from 

Jesus Christ making her the last living descendant. Do we as beholders believe this part 

too? 

Another element to this story which the beholders need to continue afterwards, is 

the sense that there is a conspiracy in society and within the church. The conspiracy 

theory, where knowledge we feel entitled to is being kept from us and people belonging 

to the church can do whatever they want, is a powerful representation. This fact that it is 

a hidden secret only known by a few members of secret societies creates opinions. A 

conspiracy theory will always engage the beholders, to the point that you need to take 

sides. “"The legend of the Holy Grail is everywhere, but it is hidden. When the church 

banned the mentioning of Mary Magdalene, it was necessary to spread the story about her 

and her importance in a more discrete way... with the help of metaphors and symbolism."” 

75 But if it has been hidden for so long, why does this story take place now with so many 

components in action? This is where Brown could lose his beholders' trust but then he 

gives a plausible explanation for why these events in the story occur at this moment in 

time, since his character Langdon has written another manuscript - a study in the 

worshipping of goddesses. It contained theories about Mary Magdalene that could be 

compromising for the church and certain secret societies. When it was distributed to 
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famous historians and art critics for an initial read and opinion, the cat was in a sense out 

of the bag.76 

 

 

6.2. An aesthetic reception analysis of the film The Da Vinci Code (2006) 

 
These sections following will serve as a complement to the initial analysis since it will 

bring further perspectives to the analysis, when searching for particular phenomena in the 

work of art. One main feature is that you have the visual element that the novel is lacking.  

 

 

6.2.1. Intrafilm communication 
 

Our first encounter of intrafilm communication is right in the beginning when it focuses 

on two scenes that are alternating; Saunière fighting to finish his blood trail and Langdon 

commencing his lecture. The pace is moving faster by each footage and finally Langdon 

says to his audience: "How do we penetrate years, centuries, of historical distortion...to 

find original truth? Tonight, this will be our quest."77 This is referring to his imminent 

lecture but could as a second layer in communication refer to the rest of the film. The 

audience that are commencing the journey of watching this story unfold on the film 

screen, will be on this quest together with the actors. So in fact, two audiences are 

addressed at the same time, both in the film and in reality.  

One scene in the film where the diegesis is represented is when Langdon is shown 

the crime scene inside the museum. Saunière has placed himself as in one of da Vinci's 

most famous sketches; The Vitruvian Man. The two actors are placed far apart from each 

other. The fact that Fache has backed himself into the corner with his arms locked behind 

him gives the perception of a man that is not convinced, that is watching intently every 

move his prey is making, and will not trust or believe in anything that this man says. 

Fache is set in his beliefs about this symbol, the pentacle, that it is a symbol of devil 

worshipping.78 There are two techniques used to display the dismay that Fache holds 

against Langdon: he repeatedly interrupts Langdon's reasoning and he is condescending 

towards Langdon in his counter remarks. It could be perceived as almost a match between 

good and evil where the line is clearly drawn for the beholders.  
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6.2.2. Characters in the story 

 
The two main characters have, as stated before, philosophical and religious discussions 

throughout the story, and whether or not these two characters believe in God is revealed 

during the quest. Langdon is a seeker of faith and can be placed in between, in a sense an 

agnostic. In the scene where they are transported away from the bank, Sophie tells 

Langdon her standpoint on both the legend of the Grail and God whereby Langdon gives 

her a dubious answer: 

 

 Sophie: The Holy Grail. A magic cup. The source of God's power on earth.  

    It's nonsense.  

 Langdon: You don't believe in God.  

 Sophie: No. Just people. Sometimes that they can be kind.  

    Are you a God-fearing man, professor? 

 Langdon: I was raised a Catholic.  

 Sophie: Well, that's not really an answer.79  

 

 

6.2.3. Stimulation of the beholders  
 

A scene in the film intended to stimulate the beholders is when Teabing invites Sophie 

and Langdon to a game where they are shown da Vinci's fresco The Last Supper. The 

scene shows how Teabing is enjoying this part since he believes that he is sitting on the 

truth and cannot wait to spread this knowledge about his theory on the Holy Grail. There 

is also a tension between the two academic scholars from some previous event which fills 

the air. Langdon is at first very opposed to this game but then places himself at the side 

and agrees to indulge Teabing.80  

However, these moments of Teabing's presentation of his theory are moving 

quickly in the film with interdictions of other footages from the chase, thereby giving the 

beholders a sense of urgency. The difference between the two mediums is that there is 

only a few minutes needed in the film compared to five chapters in the book for the 

presentation of the theory.81 The beholders of the film will then only get the fast-forward 

version of this theory, but nevertheless its main points are present and challenging for the 
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beholder.  

 

 

6.2.4. Demands on the beholders 

 
There are demands on the beholder on both viewpoints and skills to solve problems and 

sort between different and sometimes contradictory information. Almost a questioning of 

the beholder regarding views about religion and myths. Which camp would you as a 

beholder place yourself in - the believing camp (in both God and the Holy Grail) or the 

sceptical camp that believes in science and not in religion or myths? One scene in the film 

where we can experience this questioning is before Langdon and Sophie part from each 

other in the story they discuss what Sophie should do with the information that she is a 

living descendent of Jesus Christ:  

 

Langdon: Well, here's the question: A living descendent of Jesus Christ... 

       would she destroy faith? Or would she renew it? 

       (Sophie looks at him intently and as if she is seriously thinking of the  

        consequences of the two possible paths.) 

 Langdon: So again I say, what matters is what you believe.  

       (Sophie then smiles, and nods.) 

 Sophie: Thank you. For bringing me here. For letting him choose you... 

    ...Sir Robert.82  

 

This question could be asked to the beholders at the same time. What would you do if you 

were placed in this position? 

Another demand on the beholder is to understand the route of the journey. So, 

where do this quest lead our main characters? They are led by a poem of four lines 

containing clues to its whereabouts. The beholders are not given the right answer 

immediately which will stimulate the beholders to once more partake in a game of 

analysing skills and knowledge about history. At first they visit Temple Church in London 

from the clues in the line: "In London lies a knight a Pope interred". However, this initial 

guess is wrong and the tomb of Isaac Newton is the correct location. Once there, they 

need to find the object corresponding to the line: "An orb with Rosy flesh and seeded 

womb". This turns out to be apple which then unlocks the keystone containing the map 
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to the Holy Grail. Brown plays on suspense and disappointment in these scenes since 

Langdon throws the keystone up in the air in order to save Sophie's life, and it breaks on 

impact. Here the beholders will believe, together with the two characters Sophie and 

Teabing, that the secret about the Holy Grail's location is forever lost. In these sections of 

the film Langdon and Sophie are working together, almost competing with one another. 

And by now, so far into the story, the beholders will most likely identify with these two 

characters and wish for their success in solving the puzzle.  

 

 

6.2.5. Filling in the blanks 
 

The beholders need to fill in the blanks regarding the Holy Grail. Dan Brown never really 

reveals what the Holy Grail is, instead the beholders are left with a possible solution 

where the final scene points to the pyramid made of glass at the museum of Louvre. Every 

line in the poem could be explained on this location and in the film, Langdon bends down 

on one knee, just like a knight would in front of his king or queen, and the camera lens 

travels down below revealing the Holy Grail. This finalizes the quest for both Langdon 

since he can kneel before Mary Magdalene and the beholders since the story and the film 

end here, hence is their quest at an end too.83 

  

 

7. Discussion and conclusion  
 

Representations of the legend of the Holy Grail can be found in our popular culture but 

is in a sense at the same time hidden from the beholders. Therein lies the challenge to find 

the answers to the mysteries of this myth. To unravel the mystery regarding the myth is 

also linked to perception and the act of encoding - what is real, what is false? Can we trust 

our history? Can we trust those that record our history? And can we trust our own 

perception? In the same manner, has Brown created a story with The Da Vinci Code where 

he is inviting the beholders to investigate and sort between true and untrue information. 

The same can be said about the myth, this is what makes it so intriguing.  

 Now, what makes representations of myths so popular in our society today? One 

alluring element, that is present in the myth chosen for this study, is that they contain 

secrets that could be questioned but never proven in a scientific manner. The mystery of 

the myth consists of, not only its secrets hidden within, but the complicated fact that it is 
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retold and rewritten numerous times, resulting in minor alterations every time. The myths 

historical content becomes then more and more intertwined with its other components. 

This will result in an added challenge and allurement when it comes to understanding and 

unravelling the myths from our past. They do however always engage and habitants of 

today's society will gaze backwards to different time-periods in order to learn about their 

beliefs and struggles. And when it comes to the myth of the Holy Grail, it has elements 

of adventure, brave knights, religion and a personal spiritual quest as successful 

ingredients. Campbell stated that this myth's essence is the quest that the individual 

makes. This could be both religious and philosophical in its nature, but the outcome will 

be the same; you will enter the other side of the adventure as a changed person.  

 The trend to remake historical dramas over again both in books and films in our 

modern society could be explained by our wish to understand mankind's purpose - a 

philosophical pondering over our existence. According to Liljefors, there is not so much 

the accuracy when depicting historical events that is important, but rather the emotions 

that we as beholders have when we actively take part in the work of art. The two key 

factors within these productions are both participation and identification with the 

characters. Both these factors can be found in Dan Brown's The Da Vinci Code, which is 

one explanation for its success both as a novel and later on as a film. When these two 

characters embark on the quest to find the Holy Grail, they will invite the beholders to 

take part in solving the mysteries that lie ahead. It is an emotional experience for the 

beholders connected to following this story as Jensen argued; as if the beholders go 

through their own quest parallel to that of the characters. Furthermore, the myth and, by 

extension, the story by Dan Brown contain a successful ingredient that has often been a 

part of major works of art: dichotomies that are as old as our history - good and evil, true 

and false, faith and science.  

 In reception aesthetics, there are two components that will interact allowing 

meaning to be drawn from the story; the work of art and the beholder. How then is the 

myth of the Holy Grail seen in the eyes of the beholder? Within the story by Dan Brown 

there are three layers of the quest; first the explanation in Langdon's lecture toward his 

audience that they will be part of a quest tonight when listening to his lecture, secondly 

the story itself in The Da Vinci Code is designed as a quest from the beginning to the end, 

and the third layer is that the beholders join the story's quest both as readers and viewers. 

Another evident feature is the clear distinction between good and evil, a dichotomy that 

is often represented in religion and most definitely in human history. One could argue that 
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it is the oldest and most commonly used ingredient in stories, myths and legends. 

According to Kemp these features are referred to as intracommunication within the work 

of art, and they are intended to affect the beholders' perception of the story.    

 We find throughout this story stimulating elements that will put demands on the 

beholder and require them to fill in the blanks during and afterwards. This phenomenon 

is stressed by Jauss as being one of the most important elements; the understanding of a 

work of art. A true understanding of a story will only take place when you actively take 

part in it and a process of reproduction and rejuvenation can take place as a result from 

this understanding. Brown is placing these demands on the beholders to ensure that the 

story and its underlying messages are understood, leading to an interpretation of the 

individual's place within this world and this time-period. The beholders are given just a 

theory, a possible solution. The myth then continues to be a mystery for the beholders 

leaving them with the questions: is this theory the correct version, what do we as 

beholders believe?   

 There are philosophical, scientific and religious discussions throughout the story, 

designed in a manner where they are opposed to one another - science versus religion. 

The title of the work of art can be read as a representation of both science and religion. 

Leonardo himself belonged to the two fields and had a complex relationship with the 

church, which was not uncommon for scientists in those centuries (other examples are 

Darwin, Copernicus and Galileo). The conflict between science and religion in the 16th 

and 17th centuries where findings within science contradicted parts in the Bible is an 

important part of our history and one that will intrigue and stimulate the beholder.  

Now looking upon our research question, is it possible to give plausible answers 

or explanations for why the Medieval myth of the Holy Grail is kept alive during 

centuries, with a revival in our contemporary popular culture? The findings suggest that 

the key to understanding the reasons for the occurrence of this medieval myth is the 

element of a quest that is present within this myth. The quest, that in many respects 

resembles an adventure, will create feelings of excitement for the beholder. When variants 

of this myth are retold or read by beholders, they will find it stimulating and intriguing.  

A second aspect is that we as humans have an interest in our history. Therefore, 

myths and legends from our historical past will be naturally alluring for beholders and 

especially if they are linked to philosophical questions and ideas that can be applied to 

our modern society. The success that has followed The Da Vinci Code has its explanation 

in the fact that Brown has managed to make the myth of the Holy Grail more 
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contemporary with regards to the plot and the characters. Together with inspiration from 

the published theory in modern time by the authors of The Holy Blood and the Holy Grail, 

where Mary Magdalene and her line of descendants constitute the Holy Grail, a new view 

on the mystery is presented by Brown.  

With these contributions, the myth becomes reinvented and it sheds a new 

interesting light on its mystique qualities. Therefore, the main reasons for this particular 

myth's recurrence in contemporary popular culture are then discernible by applying 

reception aesthetics analysis. However, in order to validate the findings in the analysis, 

further research is needed by performing a study on beholders' perception of the work of 

art, rather than just searching for phenomena that potential beholders would respond to. 

Focus group interviews could be an excellent method to approach a new study where the 

beholders would be comfortable in a smaller group to disclose their thoughts and feelings 

on this work of art.   
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